The Library of Images, an Instrument for Rule Out CT Scan in the Emergency Department, During COVID Times, in Patients with Liver Resections Using Coagulation Necrosis
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Abstract

The pandemic period, in which patients with liver tumor pathology presented in the emergency department for various acute febrile conditions, exposes them to numerous irradiating examinations for diagnosis purposes. The large number of imagistic investigations performed in the emergency departments due to the agglomeration of cases during the pandemic, increases the waiting time until an abdominal computer tomography is performed and the result is obtained.

Understanding the parenchymal structural changes caused by the use of coagulation necrosis provides pathophysiological support for the interpretation of changes observed in postoperative ultrasonographic examination and the differentiation of residual scar aspects from other complications and reduces the number of exposures to high class imagistic investigations. There were selected, in this retrospective study, 82 patients examined in the Ultrasonography Department with liver tumor. In case of 49 (59.75%) patients are opted for the coagulation necrosis technique only, with intraoperative ultrasound guidance and CT confirmation of the postoperative ultrasonographic aspects. Only 40 (48.78%) patients had an evolution without complication or tumor recurrence and remain on study evaluation, 32 (39.02%) of patients with lesion under 4cm from selected patients develop scar with immobile air artifacts ultrasound aspect.

The analysis of the selected image library allowed the description of the evolution of the postoperative ultrasonographic changes at 3/6/9 months. The description of an examination algorithm based on the ultrasonographic aspects identified in the imaging database of an expert center can be a diagnostic support tool for emergency physicians, for the purpose of a rapid exclusion rule (rule-out for CT scan) and reducing the number of emergency CT scans.
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Introduction

The pandemic period in which patients with liver tumor pathology present in the emergency department for various acute febrile conditions, that also require the investigation of tumor complications, exposes them to numerous irradiating examinations for diagnosis purposes.

The large number of imagistic investigations in the emergency departments due to the agglomeration of pandemic cases, increases the waiting time until an abdominal computer tomography is performed and the result is obtained.

In this context, the imaging centers’ experience in complex ultrasonographic (pre/intra/post surgery of the liver) examination may provide supporting data for the exclusion of scarring or of differential diagnosis, especially for liver abscess, quite common (1.6% to 13%) in post-resection...
The growing worldwide incidence of primary (hepatocyte, ductal, mesenchymal or mixed) and secondary liver tumors has necessitated the development of diagnostic and therapeutic protocols. The most common liver tumor is hepatocellular carcinoma, with an annual incidence of 300,000 to 1 million new cases, the area distribution being conditioned by risk factors, the highest being found in Sub-Saharan Africa [2]. Liver cancer ranks 5th in the world in terms of incidence and in terms of mortality it ranks 3rd [2]. Ultrasonography, through its low cost price, sensitivity and increased specificity of the method, is the first intention examination in the diagnostic screening of liver tumors in population risk groups.

Current oncological concepts promote surgical therapies of segmental excision within oncological limits, preserving as much of the liver parenchyma as possible. The association of ultrasound – guided radioablation with surgical excision allowed the preservation of the functional parenchyma, the creation of a resection tranche within oncological safety limits and implicitly reduced the number of recurrences.

Dynamic tracking of sequela ultrasonographic changes of surgical techniques reduces the exposure to CT scans, allowing an early approach to associated acute pathologies, in the emergency department.

Ultrasound - guided ablation using the "Habib 4x" device achieves an area of peritumoral necrosis, with the aim of obtaining the demarcation of the tumor surface and the resection inside the area of coagulation necrosis. Ultrasonographic guidance allows visualization of the occurrence of peritumoral necrosis and intratumoral changes of necrosis-liquefaction (Figures 1a-1d).

In order to increase the sensitivity and specificity of the ultrasonographic examination, it is necessary to know the intraoperative cellular changes produced by the "Habib 4x" device.

**Imaging exploration**

The physical basis of the ultrasonographic examination is represented by the amount of ultrasound transmitted and reflected, this depending on the density and resistivity of the tissues interposed in the way of the ultrasound beam. The change in the physical and chemical condition of the tissue components following exposure to high temperatures leads to changes in tissue density and implicitly the ultrasonographic appearance related to decreased resistivity, the appearance of perinecrotic edema and pseudosenerative artifacts by microbubbles forming (immobile air trapping) when reaching the boiling points of different structures.

The physical phenomena that appear determine repercussions on the ultrasonographic aspect, as follows:

a) Heating - liquefaction: Decrease in tissue density, ultrasound appearance becoming hypoechoic; b) The blood becomes fluid as the temperature increases, but the figurative elements degrade and upon cooling they aggregate into stackings/conglomerates, creating a viscous fluid, with the appearance of sludge in the vessels and with the appearance of intravascular thrombosis (Figure 2); c) Cellular ischemia caused by vascular changes will lead to alteration of transmembrane hydronemic exchanges, with the appearance of transudation, followed by exudation and sometimes cellular apoptosis, and the destruction of specific tissue architecture and the
transformation of the homogeneous ultrasound aspect of the liver texture into an inhomogeneous area with echogenic elements; d) The appearance of perilesional interstitial edema by mixed mechanism (liquefaction, transudation) will determine the decrease of tissue density at this level and the ultrasound appearance of a hypoechoic halo around the resection area (Figure 3), which over the time will evolve by reduction in size and fibrosis; e) Reaching the boiling point of different structures will cause their destruction, and the formation through coagulation, when cooling, of necrotic masses of different degrees and extensions, ultrasound translated by inhomogeneous areas, with echogenic elements, depending on density, and immobile air elements (echogenic with posterior artifact) defined by ultrasound as the sign "immobile air trapping" (Figure 4).

The dynamic 2D ultrasonographic examination and the comparison of imaging results are the decisive elements for the integration of the clinical imaging result and the increase of the diagnostic accuracy of the examination in 2D mode.

In the specialty literature, the post operative follow-up is performed with high-performance imaging methods such as contrast computer tomography and magnetic resonance during and at the end of treatment. In this context, the contrast – enhanced ultrasonographic examination technique has emerged, which improves the classical ultrasonographic examination technique, especially regarding the evaluation of tumor – type vascularization, and which is indicated to be performed for recurrences monitoring every 3 months [3,4]. Essential for ultrasonographic monitoring is the comparison of the preoperative, early postoperative and the evolving aspects. It is important in the ultrasonographic examination to know the morphopathological changes produced at the tissue level, which can induce complex ultrasonographic aspects depending on the water content and fibrous tissue change in time, implicitly the change of tissue density and acoustic impedance [3].

The aim of the study was to retrospectively evaluate the images archived in the library and identifying the ultrasonographic dynamic postoperative signs visualized in patients registered with pre/intra/postoperative examinations, to describe an algorithm for identifying postoperative sequelae (rule out), with an eye to reducing exposure to irradiating CT examinations during a pandemic and optimizing emergency care in patients with acute febrile pathology associated with liver tumor comorbidities.

The description of an examination algorithm based on the ultrasonographic aspects identified in the imaging database can be a diagnostic support tool for emergency physicians with the purpose of a rapid diagnosis and the reduction of the number of CT examinations.

**Materials and Methods**

The study is a retrospective analysis of postoperative ultrasonographic images from patients with liver tumors operated using the "Habib 4x" device and validated by CT scans. Ultrasonographic changes were identified in the first 3 months, at 6 months, at 9 months and after 9 months after surgery, to describe an emergency decision algorithm of the need for computer tomography investigation, for febrile patients with liver tumor comorbidities operated by the radio ablation method, with the induction of coagulation necrosis.

The study group included ultrasonographic images stored in jpeg format, from our library of images, from 82 patients examined in the Ultrasonography Department of the Emergency Clinical Hospital "O. Fodor" from Cluj Napoca, between October 2006 and July 2008, with the following election criteria: 1) Age over 18 years; 2) Preoperative ultrasonographic diagnosis of liver tumor; 3) Intra and postoperative ultrasonographic examination after surgery with Habib 4x radioablation procedure, with the induction of coagulation necrosis; 4) The confirmation of postoperative ultrasound aspects of CT scans in selected patients from the database.

The evaluated images were stored by a physician with at least 5 years of experience in ultrasonographic examinations, using a portable PICO SONOACE device, with multifrequency convex transducer (2 MHz to 5 MHz) and multi frequency linear transducer (5 MHz to 10 MHz), with color Doppler, power Doppler and harmonic tissue examination capacity. The analysis of the imaging data was performed retrospectively based on the existing records, by a physician with at least 15 years of experience in ultrasonographic examinations.

The ultrasound elements followed were: The resection cavity (with transudate, detritus, clots); peri-resection parenchymal inhomogeneity, magma appearance, hypoechoic with echogenic elements by incorporating static air bubbles in the coagulation necrosis (specific artifact observed, described by the author as "immobile air trapping" – non-evolving air artifact, unchangeable with position); late postoperative scar appearance of the parenchyma with linear echogenic elements (fibrosis) or oval with comet tail artifacts (remaining air bubbles – "immobile air trapping").

In the patients included in the evaluation the ultrasonographic changes on images stored at 7 days, 3, 6, 9 months were observed.
The graded changes of the aspect of the post-resection cavity, the parenchymal area around the resection area (coagulation tissue necrosis area), and the appearance of the remaining parenchyma were observed. The resection cavity normally becomes a residual cavity which decreases in size; the intracavitary air is resorbed and disappears (Figures 5-8).

The successions of ultrasonographic aspects in the absence of hemorrhagic or infectious – inflammatory complications are: 1) Transonic/hypoechoic with echogenic elements; 2) Reduction of dimensions, sometimes with “air trapping” in the residual cavity (Figure 9); 3) Disappearance of the residual cavity, with parenchymal regeneration; 4) The appearance of the fibrosis types car (hyperechoic or hyperechoic bands with the appearance of “immobile air trapping”). The resection margins approach resulting in a hyperechoic scar appearance in which the images of “immobile air trapping” caused by microbubbles produced during tissue liquefaction and sudden cooling may persist (Figures 10-12). Peri-cavity the liver tissue regenerates with a normal aspect.

The descriptive statistical analysis was performed using Microsoft Office Excel 2010 – data analysis: Logical functions (AND, IF etc.), data functions, statistical functions.

**Results**

There were selected, in this 2 month retrospective study (June to July 2021), 82 patients examined in the Ultrasonography Department...
Adela Golea, et al., of the Emergency Clinical Hospital from Cluj Napoca, between October 2006 and July 2007 (period with ultrasound protocol for liver tumor) with the ultrasonographic diagnosis of liver tumor. Data on the characteristics of the identified formations, the presence of comorbidities, the operating technique used, were analyzed selecting a number of 49 patients who opted for the coagulation necrosis technique only, with intraoperative ultrasound guidance and CT confirmation of the postoperative ultrasonographic aspects (Table 1).

After analyzing the image gallery for the existing images of the remaining patients in the study, the 9 patients who developed postoperative tumor recurrences and septic complications up to 9 months were excluded (Table 2). For the 40 patients left for the analysis of ultrasonographic images, it was observed that, in the case of formations less than 4 cm (32 patients remaining in the evaluation, 65.31% of those selected), 100% of them presented, at 3 months, only scarring and “immobile air trapping” images.

Non-detection in emergency settings, at ultrasonography, of other poorly delimited hypoechoic areas or with nodular aspect [5], with echogenic elements of septic or air antideclivity type, in febrile context (aspect of septic complication) (Figure 13), thus excludes an acute hepatic pathology of septic type and implicitly the exposure to a CT imaging investigation of this category of patients.

In those with formations over 4 cm, in number of 8 (16.32%) patients remaining in the study, there was observed, in 50% of them (8.16% of the selected group), the persistence of the postoperative cavity at 6 months associated with the appearance of “immobile air trapping”, and in those with formations over 5 cm (in number of 3 remaining in the study) it was observed the maintenance of a minimum cavity and at 9 months at 100% (6.12% of the selected group).

The result of the analysis allowed the description of the following algorithm (Table 3) for the selection of patients who do not require high – resolution CT investigations, in the context of COVID-19 epidemic if presented in the emergency department with febrile syndrome and postoperative status of radioablation liver resection:

**Discussion**

Transabdominal ultrasonographic examination of the liver parenchyma is influenced by the resolution of the examination apparatus and the experience of the examiner. Structures with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total number of examined patients (%)</th>
<th>The distribution of patients according to the number of tumor formations identified</th>
<th>The distribution of patients according to the size of the tumor formations identified</th>
<th>The distribution of the identified tumors in the hepatic lobes</th>
<th>The association of comorbidities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single tumor</td>
<td>2 tumor formations</td>
<td>More than 2 formations</td>
<td>Dissemination (over 5 formations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82 (100%)</td>
<td>36 (43.90%)</td>
<td>17 (20.73%)</td>
<td>14 (17.07%)</td>
<td>15 (16.29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Echo – guided coagulation necrosis surgery technique – used singularly
normal liver structure-like impedance can frequently be the source of a diagnostic error in the 2D examination mode. The gastroenterology guidelines [6] recommend the ultrasonography for the monitoring of liver pathology, in particular for the detection of tumor diseases, and high-resolution examination in case of uncertain ultrasonographic examination.

The practice of intraoperative ultrasonography becomes a safety element for the surgeon, reducing the risk of recurrences, highlighting the postoperative post resection aspect that favors the postoperative dynamic monitoring [7]. It is also important to delimit by intraoperative ultrasound the area of peri-resection edema that needs to be followed, because the evolving postoperative aspect can create problems of differential diagnosis [8]. In the group of examined patients, a progressive reduction of perilesional edema and cavity size was observed.

Postoperatively, the presence of the cavitary area and the “immobile air trapping” artifact described in the study, also in the literature [1], associated with the comparative dynamic analysis of the resection area reduces the incidence of false diagnosis of postoperative septic complication. The incidence of postoperative abscess is low (1.9%) according to the studies [1], this was also observed in the retrospective analysis performed (6.12%). The difference in incidence is most likely due to the small group of patients in our study (49 vs. 385 patients).

The sensitivity and specificity of 2D ultrasonographic monitoring is influenced by the pre-existing liver echo structure to neoplastic nodules and its changes. The definite diagnosis in these cases requires contrast – enhanced ultrasound or contrast computer tomography/magnetic resonance imaging to elucidate the tumor nature [1,9].

In patients with abdominal pain (50% to 75%) and febrile syndrome (70% to 90%), ultrasonography is the most useful and rapid method of diagnosing a liver abscess, allowing rapid therapeutic intervention and reducing mortality [7]. Thus, the experience in ultrasonographic examination and the image library become support tools, in a pandemic period, for the creation of an emergency decision – making algorithm for the selection of patients with operated liver tumor pathology, with uncertain US aspects for CT examination.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, ultrasonographic evaluation by zero radiation...
character and good cost–benefit ratio, for current health systems in Romania, is the first line examination in the diagnosis of exclusion of a liver infectious process in febrile patients with liver tumor pathology operated using coagulation necrosis technique.

Ultrasonographic examination performed by experienced physicians who know and integrate dynamic ultrasonographic aspects with structural changes in the liver parenchyma caused by the introduction of intraoperative coagulation necrosis devices may reduce the number of high-resolution (CT/MRI) indications of examinations, with impact in reducing radiation exposure but also contamination in pandemic conditions.
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